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The Lanarkshire Board Registered Charity Number SC021206 

Minute: NCL Resources and General Purposes Committee (RGP) 

15.00 22 November 2021 via Zoom 

Present:  Keith Fulton (Chair), Christopher Moore, Barbara Philliben 

Apologies: Michael McGlynn 

In attendance:  Ann Baxter Iain Clark, Morag Ferguson, Jason Quinn, Ronnie Smith (left the meeting at 15.30), 

Elaine Turkington, Diane McGill, Penny Neish 

Chair’s welcome 
1.1 Keith Fulton (KF) welcomed everyone to this meeting of the NCL RGP Committee.  

2. Apologies 

As noted above. 

3. Declarations of Interest 

There were no declarations of interest. 

 
11. RSB and Assigned College update 

 
The Chair invited Ronnie Smith to (RS) give his update at agenda item 11 earlier than scheduled as RS 
had indicated he would probably have to leave the meeting before item 11 was reached. 
 
RS advised that, while discussions continued, there was very little he could say as matters were sub 
judice.  He reported that there would be an SLC Extraordinary Board meeting on 30 November at which 
proposals would be put forward aimed at enabling the SLC Board to move the situation on. 
 
Keith Fulton (KF) said that he fully appreciated that information had to be restricted at this stage but 
that there would come a point when the information embargo imposed would have to be removed to 
enable the RSB to fulfil its role of oversight of the assigned college. 
 
Barbara Philliben (BP) asked, despite not having full detail, a position which she accepted, if progress 
was being made.  BP acknowledged that there seems to be a very complex legal position but that the 
lack of information available to the RSB cannot continue when there are difficult decisions to be faced. 
 
RS commented that there were procedural technicalities which needed to be sorted out which he hoped 
the Extraordinary Meeting of the SLC Board would address. 
 
RS left the meeting.  
 
The rest of the minute of this item has been redacted. 

 
4. Minutes of meeting 
4.1 Minute of the meeting 13 September 2021 
 The minutes were agreed. 
 
5. Matters arising 
 There were no matters arising not already on the agenda. 

 
6. NCL Estates Update 
6.1 Estates update:  Jason Quinn (JQ) spoke to the paper prepared by Martin Loy. 

 Jason Quinn (JQ) clarified a couple of points from the previous meeting: 
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Cumbernauld Campus - Listed Building status:  there is no issue with this in relation to the on-going 

roof repair project. 

Waste Management Contract costs:  At the last meeting of the RGP KF asked for clarification of the 3-

year cost of £278,183.  JQ confirmed that this sum is the cost to NCL and not for the region. 

Capital projects:  Motherwell Campus:  As advised to the previous meeting of the RGP Committee the 

Motherwell Workshop Ventilation works were completed in July 2021 and discussions were ongoing to 

determine the final account but this was not expected to be in excess of the allocated amount.  A final 

figure has still to be agreed.  Discussions are continuing with SFC on the post 31 March 2021 spend in 

an effort to reach agreement on allocation of funding, ie the use of 2020/21 or 2021/22 backlog 

maintenance funding to settle this account.  SFC are to have further internal discussions on this.  Martin 

Loy will provide them with a short paper giving the background to the project, cashflow, effect of COVID, 

Brexit and issues surrounding the supply of materials to inform that discussion. 

Cumbernauld roof:  The survey to determine the condition of the previously installed emergency fixture 

and replace/renew/add if required took place during the October break (w/b 11 October) as planned.  

A small number of additional fixings were installed in other areas which were showing early signs of 

damage.  Discussions with the original engineer regarding minimising of fixings in a final solution is 

scheduled for late November/early December. 

Procurement:  because of current demands on procurement a number of framework contracts have 

been extended for another 6 months to 30 April 2022.  This is largely due to personnel change within 

the Procurement Team at NCL and the pressure of work in this area at the moment.  It was thought 

prudent to extend the contracts but JQ assured the RGP they are on track to be retendered by that 

point. 

Waste Management:  Due to a shortage of materials the start of the new project with the successful 

contractor has been delayed until January 2022.  

ISS:  Arrangements for the transfer of staff to in-house is ongoing and will be completed by 9 January 

2022.  Emloyee information is being received by NCL from ISS. 

Sustainability:  UK Government Green Public Sector Estate Decarbonisation Scheme:  this is being run 

by Atkins Global.  Once NCL’s assessment of solar panels and ground source heat pumps is completed 

the college will then consider putting in a bid for funds. 

KF asked JQ about another item in the Estates Update paper – Leases: in relation to the Hamilton 

Campus and the intention to review the position in early 2021.  JQ confirmed that this should have read 

‘early in 2022’.  He confirmed that a range of options is being considered regarding Hamilton Campus. 

6.2 Motherwell Cladding update 
 
At the last meeting JQ had given the RGP information on the procurement of a contractor for the debris 
netting system for the north elevation of the main Motherwell Campus building.  By the end of the 
October week the netting had been installed providing the necessary protection in the event of falling 
debris.  Within a couple of weeks NCL had contacted Building Control and conducted a site visit with 
the insurers.  The installation of the netting meant that the scaffolding tunnels could be removed 
enabling NCL to reopen the car park, allow buses back on to campus, put the fire escapes back into 
operation and resume teaching in the affected areas.  A scaffold crash-deck remains at ground level as 
a precaution. 
 
The risk has been reduced by the significant action taken by NCL but at a cost; all operations and 
evacuation procedures are back to normal with the risk now being financial. 
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Galliford Try (GT) now views NCL’s claim as time barred which BTO have challenged.  GT have enrolled 
a motion through the courts to retrospectively certify the services of key specialists for the purposes of 
defending the proceedings as they relate to the alleged defects.  GT have called Mr Boucher as an expert 
witness and will not share his report with NCL. 
 
NCL last met with BTO on 25 October and have instructed them to work with haste with the Motherwell 
College Construction Project managers, Gardiner and Theobald (G&T) to carry out a forensic 
examination of their records relating to the highlighted defects for the purposes of developing a 
timeline from construction in 2009 to the present.  This will inform legal opinion on NCL pursing action 
against GT.  Once BTO has access to G&T’s archives NCL will arrange to meet with BTO. 
 
KF said that to clarify for members of the RGP the meeting on 25 October was called by the college to 
start to get into the detail of what BTO were doing and what is required to get to the next stage.  NCL 
has put protective proceedings in place but NCL has to get to court within one year and one day of the 
protective proceedings having been put in place (June 2021).  Therefore, legal work being done needs 
to be effective and efficient with this deadline in mind.  Following the meeting on 25 October it was 
hoped to have a catch up meeting with Fraser Hopkins, BTO, prior to today’s RGP meeting, but because 
of their lack of access to G&T’s information so far, there was little point in having that meeting, but will 
try to reschedule as soon as possible to enable KF to update at the Board on 13 December.   

KF invited CM to comment.  CM said that JQ and KF had given a clear synopsis of the current situation 
and thanked them both. 

IC advised that NCL is in regular contact with SFC on this and updating them on the costs involved.  This 
currently stands at just under £500,000. 

KF thanked IC for this and commented on the importance of keeping SFC aware of the mounting costs.  
KF suggested that around half of the costs would relate to the netting and scaffolding and the monthly 
inspection of the netting, etc, but this had to be viewed in the context of the actual repair bill for the 
college relative to put right what has gone wrong which was approximately £2.3m.  IC said the netting 
and health and safety actions costs are approximately £270k and the legal costs are in the region of 
£60k.  It is the cost of the expert witnesses where the main costs are.  It means that NCL is restricted in 
what can be spent on capital works.   

KF asked IC if SFC is receiving the updates without comment.  IC said that SFC have said that NCL is doing 
the right thing by keeping them advised and to let them know if there is anything more definitive which 
they can do but in the meantime NCL should continue to use High Priority Maintenance Funding for the 
next 12 months. 

 
7. NCL Organisational Development update 
 With prior agreement with Elaine Turkington (ET), KF spoke to the first item: 
 Employers’ Association (EA): 

KF reported that the EA had met on 10 and 11 November.  The first day had been a full agenda, while 
day 2 was a corroboration of the discussions and decisions taken the previous day.  A main topic of 
discussion was National Bargaining relating to the EIS/FELA pay claim 21/22 and the Support Staff Pay 
and Terms and Conditions claim 21/22.  Both unions had taken a similar approach, ie, a flat rate increase 
on all scale points.  The increased levels being sought are financially unsustainable across the sector; 
discussions with both unions are continuing.  While EIS/FELA focused their claim on pay, the Support 
Staff are also looking for updated terms and conditions too such as moving to a 4-day week.  Potentially 
this raises many issues and requires clarification.    Both management and unions are still talking but 
the EIS/FELA in particular has made it very clear that, based on a survey of their members, that the 
current offer is ‘completely unacceptable’.  KF said that there is a long way to go in the discussions but 
that dialogue is continuing. 
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Job Evaluation:  this is a long running project.  All NRPA colleges are involved and it is an evaluation of 
all of the roles in all of the colleges to get some consistency around those roles and related pay which 
consistently relates to those roles.  This project is almost at an end.  It is hoped to reach final agreement 
on the scores by the end of this calendar year.  The next stage will be to recognise and look at roles 
which have changed since 1 September 2018 when the project started.  The management and union 
sides have a different understanding of what has been agreed on this.  More dialogue is required.  
Hopefully this will be concluded quickly as it is for the benefit of staff. 
 
General Teaching Council for Scotland (GCTS):  There was a Government directive that all lecturing staff 
have to be registered.  GTCS has launched a public consultation in relation to the proposed new 
Registration Rules which will include the creation of an ‘interim’ category of registration for lecturers.  
GTCS is anticipating having any new registration rules in place by April 2022.  The EA discussed the need 
for legislative change to ensure that the college sector has a bespoke model of registration with GTCS.  
Concerns were raised about introducing a two-tier category: registered and unregistered.  The EA 
agreed that a small group of Principals will review the current position with GTCS to investigate 
unintended consequences of legislation and propose a way forward.  The Principal representatives will 
brief appropriate EIS/FELA colleagues, and Colleges Scotland will draft a sector response to the GTCS 
and share for comment. 
 
KF added that there are more than 2000 staff who are not qualified and at the current rate of 200 
becoming qualified a year, progress is very slow:  10 years is not an option.  An acceptable way forward 
has to be sought. 
 
Employers’ Association moving forward – proposals: Over the years there has been some confusion 
around the boundary between the EA and Colleges Scotland.  The EA was asked to consider a draft 
business case which recommends enhancing the current structure by moving to a more professional, 
and adequately resourced, organisation.  It would encompass new brand identity, distinct from Colleges 
Scotland, and full staffing complement with specialist and dedicated expertise.  The biggest issues are: 
how it would be financed; what form its governance should take; and clarity on brand separation 
between the EA and Colleges Scotland.  A small group is being put together to undertake this work.  KF 
has been invited to join this group which it is intended will present  a detailed business case to an 
extraordinary meeting of the EA in January 2022. 
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JNC meetings 
 ET spoke to the paper. 

NCL had meetings with both unions over the autumn on finalising their local Recognition and Procedure 
Agreements.  Both unions want separate RPAs with the college. 
JNC Professional Services:  this meeting considered: 

• parity for professional services staff to become permanent employees automatically after two 
years’ service.  This arrangement is currently in place so the action required is to formalise the 
position.  To facilitate this, there was agreement to review temporary staff length of service on 
a quarterly basis so that NCL is aware whose contract is approaching the 2-year mark and 
whether it would be appropriate for them to be made permanent; 

• discussion about the development of a CCTV policy for the college; 

• the union was also keen to understand which job roles may have changed since 2019 and may 
be subject to review under the wider Job Evaluation project; 

• following the NJNC circular on dispute resolution and a request from Unison, it was agreed that 
joint discussions should be held with Unison and the EIS, and a separate meeting will be 
arranged to progress this. 

JNC Academic: 

• There was a long discussion around the implementation of the Departmental Academic 
restructure plan and wide college involvement in consultation activity.  This was welcomed by 
the union; 

• the union expressed concern about GTCS Registration where a lecturer is not GTCS registered 
for schools, then they needed to be accompanied by a GTCS registered teacher, when teaching 
in a school building.  The union representatives were assured that if the regulation requires this 
then the college would comply and involve the local authority in discussions. 

• On promoted lecturers and above:  there was discussion and agreement that training on 
investigation processes should be provided as part of the line manager induction being designed 
by the Staff Development Academy to be included in its portfolio. 

•  It was also agreed that representatives from the Executive Board and the union should jointly 
create a document outlining the college culture which would be embedded through the Staff 
Development Agency. 

Furlough update:  NCL made use of the scheme which was introduced in May 2020.  The scheme came 
to a formal end on 30 September 2021. 
One-off payment:  27 college lecturers benefited from the one-off payment of £400 (some on a pro 
rata basis) provided recently by the Scottish Government to recognise the additional workload involved 
in supporting the delivery of the alternative certification model (ACM) during the pandemic. 
Restructure of the Executive Board and Senior Academic Leadership:  the agreed restructure continues 
to make significant progress. Internal and external recruitment campaigns have been underway for the 
posts of College Registrar and Chief Transformation Officer.  Interviews for both roles take place w/c 
22 November 2021. 
An internal appointment was made to the new post of Dean for Student Recruitment and Student 
Experience, which completes appointments at that level. 
A consultation process took place with regard to the new departmental arrangements.    Feedback was 
gathered from staff across current faculty arrangements and from the wider college.  This was 
developed into formal proposals for TU consultation.  This has resulted in the creation of 13 department 
groupings.  Two smaller groupings of Hospitality and Sport will be provided with dedicated development 
support allowing them the opportunity to grow to standalone departments. 
6 Assistant Heads of Faculty remaining from the previous structure have all been job matched directly 
into equivalent new Head of Department posts including a new role for Head of Department, Staff 
Development Agency. 
Employment Tribunal update: Since the RGP’s last meeting one individual has formally withdrawn their 
claim which was then dismissed by the Tribunal.  Another employee has accepted the college’s original 
offer of settlement (approx. £300) and this has been fully settled. 
The total number of NCL claimants is now 6; all of whom are Unison members based at Coatbridge 
Campus.  All are represented by Thompsons Solicitors. 
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A further discussion with the college’s legal advisers, Clyde and Co, has taken place about potential ways 
forward.  NCL can move forward without the collective claim still pending.  This would involve a 
preliminary hearing at which the onus would be on the claimants and their representatives to set out 
their losses.  No action on this seems to have been taken so far as no information has been sought by 
the claimants/Thompsons on holiday records, etc.   It could be a protracted process.   Leading cases are 
still under appeal and it is unlikely that the remaining NCL claimants will settle before that.  There is no 
way forward to fix the issue of how salary should be paid to reflect overtime pay in this situation.  Annual 
Leave and pay are reserved matters under national bargaining and the union is not keen to settle locally.  
NCL has monies set aside in the event of settlement.  At the moment there are no other actions NCL 
can initiate. 
 
As regards current EU employment law it is expected that some aspects of this may change in the future 
and the obligation to calculate overtime in holiday pay may be removed.  However, this is speculation 
only.  
 
KF suggested that if no harm will come to NCL in the wider sense, NCL should make no further moves 
at the moment. 
 
Group Life Assurance Scheme:  the college is in discussion with Mercers regarding the renewal of the 
scheme; two issues have come to light: 

• There has been a historic omission (the registration rules seem to have changed in 2006) to have 
the scheme registered online with HMRC and therefore to obtain the corresponding Pension 
Scheme Registration number for NCL’s approved scheme.  The process to rectify this omission is in 
hand.   

• And secondly, a more significant issue which relates to the trust and deed rules (TD&R) which 
govern schemes of this type.  The formal document which NCL is relying on is signed but not dated.  
NCL’s hard copy has a note on the front page which says ‘sent 18/4/11’.  This would originally relate 
to the Motherwell College life assurance scheme for which everyone at NCL became eligible upon 
merger of the colleges.  It is likely that this document would then have been intended to cover all 
NCL employees from merger onwards although the omission was not noticed.  The concern is 
whether the undated document would stand up to legal scrutiny.  NCL is therefore seeking legal 
advice on its validity.  This situation can be rectified but it may require the college to draw up a new 
trust and new paperwork. 

 
IC added that the death in service cover exists, the issue of concern is around HMRC and pension relief 
etc. 
 
BP asked a question about the tribunal case: BP sought clarification on ET’s comment that there is no 
way for NCL to fix the way to pay salary during annual leave to reflect overtime working.  In response 
ET said that this is an individual issue for employers and there has not been a need to include it 
previously.  ET suggested two ways to do this: 

1. To pay at an enhanced rate to cover holiday pay.  This has not been tested in a tribunal. 
2. Pay and holiday is reserved to national bargaining but the college has tried locally with Unison 

to resolve this without success.  Nationally this is not a priority for the unions who are leaving 
it to local employers to resolve. 

BP commented that the college is not unwilling to settle but having to wait for others to act.  ET said 
that there are two separate but linked issues: 

• The historic claims and  

• The need to find a resolution going forward to prevent further claims 
 

KF said on JNC feedback that there has been interaction with the professional services unions with 
regard to local/national policies and procedure matters and that dialogue continues. 
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KF asked IC for an update on the asbestosis claim.  IC said he is in the process of finding witnesses as 
requested by the lawyers to enable them to progress.  The Court has granted a hold on the case until 
10 February 2022 to give NCL time to complete their investigations.  Once the ‘hold’ expires an amended 
timetable will be triggered and a provisional hearing date of 23 August 2022 set.  KF asked IC to keep 
him up to date. 

 
8. NCL Health and Safety Report 
 ET spoke to the paper prepared by the Health, Safety and Wellbeing Manager 

COVID:  to enhance NCL’s existing COVID reporting mechanisms, a new online COVID reporting form for 
staff and students was introduced in September.  There have been 3 small clusters notifiable to Public 
Health Scotland since the beginning of the academic year, who were satisfied with the COVID mitigation 
controls in place.  
Following a member of staff raising health concerns NCL has paused the monthly fogging across all 
campuses to investigate.  Fogging had been introduced as an additional precaution against COVID 
carried out by an external contractor.  NCL is satisfied that existing controls are sufficient while the 
Health and Safety Department conducts the investigation.   
Because of local COVID infection rates and the pressures on Lanarkshire NHS it was agreed with the 
unions that the requirement to use face coverings should stay in place until the next review. 
Cladding at Motherwell Campus:  Scotland Fire and Rescue visited Motherwell Campus in October to 
discuss the proposed temporary fire safety arrangements.  They were satisfied with the proposals made. 
Fire Safety Arrangements:  The Health and Safety Department has been conducting a review and gap 
analysis of NCL’s existing fire arrangements across the campuses.  Some gaps have been identified in 
key areas and the team has been working to address these with key stakeholders.  At the November 
Joint Health, Safety and Wellbeing Committee the Chair asked for volunteers to join a SLWG to discuss 
the issues and develop an action plan for presentation to the Executive Board as a priority. 
Risk Assessment Policy and Procedure:  following the approval of the risk assessment policy the Health 
and Safety Department developed a risk assessment workshop.  Over 150 staff have participated so far.  
The new risk assessment process has been well received by the college unions as an improved 
consultative and collaborative way of working. 
Resource:  Because of long term sickness absence a temporary Health and Safety Officer has joined the 
H&S team for a 6-month period.  The interim contract with Acura OH Services has been extended to the 
end of March 2022. 
 

9. Brand update 
JQ highlighted some of the information on the Brand and Comms Dashboard: 

• The new NCL brand was launched externally and new signage has been put up on all campuses; 

• The recent awards ceremony on 12 November at Glasgow Royal Concert Hall was a great success.  
3 new College Fellows were inducted, Elaine C Smith, Professor Pamela Gillies CBE and Lady Susan 
Haughey CBE; 

• Jamie Hepburn MSP has been in the college twice recently to visit Smart Hub Lanarkshire where he 
saw cobots in action and secondly to attend the WorldSkills UK finals held at Motherwell Campus. 

• From 1-11 November NCL hosted an Education Hub in Glasgow during COP26 with a series of events 
promoting sustainability.  This had been a very busy but successful period. 

 
KF commented that Graduation was a great event and wished to record the RGP’s congratulations to 
the organising team especially as it was 3 different ceremonies taking up the whole day. 
KF said that he liked the Dashboard and the amount of information it covers set out in a straightforward 
way making very easy to see the extent of the activities of the college. 
KF also said that he had heard complimentary remarks about the new brand and what a transition it 
had been from the previous one. 

 
10. NCL College update 

Christopher Moore (CM) updated the RGP on the next stage of the college restructure and advised that 
the Deans have appointed new Heads of Department.  CM thanked the Deans, HR and members of the 
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Executive Board for their work on this.  The restructure is now almost complete.  Only one appointment 
at this level remains unfilled and that is for Head of Department of Construction for which there were 
no internal applicants.  Currently NCL is searching externally for suitable applicants. 
There are two sub-divisions, sport and hospitality, to which an Associate Dean will be appointed for one 
year in a developmental role to help both divisions to develop and grow into departments in their own 
right.  NCL is looking for external candidates for these posts.  CM is hopeful that appointments will be 
able to be made quickly to conclude this part of the restructure. 
Interviews for the appointment of College Registrar will take place on 23 November.  Interviews for the 
Chief Transformation Officer will take place on 24 November.  CM thanked Ronnie Smith and Barbara 
Philliben for their support and involvement in the appointment process for these senior posts.  By the 
end of the month CM anticipates that the restructure of the Executive Board, Deans and Heads of 
Department will have been completed. 
CM advised that the post of Dean for Student Recruitment and Student Experience has been awarded 
to a long serving member of staff, Sandra McLoughlan, who took up her post with immediate effect. 
 
CM said that this had been a period of rapid and constant change with all new appointments made by 
1 December 2021. 
 
KF commented that these are excellent developments to move the college forward.   
 
KF asked CM if he has heard whether the Princess Royal will be visiting NCL to see the Smart Hub next 
year.  CM said that it was still uncertain but that NCL was definitely on the list of possible venues for her 
to visit. 

 

11. RSB and Assigned College update 

See page 1 of this note 

 

12. Chair’s report 

 KF reported that there had been a considerable number of meetings of the RSB Chairs concerned mainly 

with 

• SLC issues which has been covered at the meeting of the RSB on 4 October 

• Motherwell Campus cladding issues 

• Employers’ Association 

• Graduation ceremonies 

 

13. Horizon scanning – future issues for the RGP Committee 

CM said that he expected issues for the RGP to consider would emerge from the next Board strategy 

session scheduled for 29 November.  KF agreed and proposed to return to this at an appropriate time. 

 

General Committee Business 
 

14. Approval of publication of the papers from this committee: 

• Agenda for RGP 22 November 2021 

• Minutes of the meetings 13 September 2021 

• NCL Organisational Development Update 

• Brand and Comms Dashboard 

 

15. AOCB: 

CM advised that this was JQ’s last meeting of the RGP Committee before he leaves NCL and thanked 

him on his own behalf and that of the Executive Board for his work in supporting this committee and 
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the wider college.  KF supported CM’s views and added his own thanks to JQ and wished him well in his 

new appointment.  JQ thanked CM and KF for their good wishes. 

 

16. Date of next meeting:  the next meeting of the RGP Committee will be on 28 February 2022 at 15.00. 

 

 

 

 

 

29 November 2021 

 


